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Ab initio calculations and scanning tunneling microscopy experiments
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We present first-principles electronic structure calculations combined with scanning tunneling microscopy
experiments of the Si~111!-(A73A3)-Pb low-temperature structure. Theab initio calculations have been
performed with two different atomic configurations. The structure proposed from x-ray data@C. Kumpf, Surf.
Sci. 448, L213 ~2000!# with 1.2 monolayer~ML ! coverage is identified as the lowest energy one. The results
from first-principles calculation are shown to agree well with experiment. The nature of bonding is discussed
on the basis of the electronic density plots. The bonding is shown to be metallic within the lead overlayer.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Pb deposition on Si~111! constitutes a prototype of
metal-semiconductor interface, especially because of the
mutual bulk solubility of the two components which makes
into an excellent candidate for experimental studies. Due
the richness of the Pb/Si~111! phase diagram, a number o
experimental studies by scanning tunneling microsco
~STM!,1–12 electron diffraction~LEED-RHEED!,1,5,13–18and
x-ray diffraction19,20 have been devoted to this system in t
early stages of deposition.

In particular, low coverage phases~around 1/3 monolayer!
display very interesting physics, parallel to what was fou
for Pb on Ge~111!,21,22and for Sn on Ge~111!.23–30The cool-
ing of the Pb/Si~111! system from room to low temperatur
results in a phase transition from the (A33A3)R30° phase
~that we will denoteR3) to a (333) reconstruction.11,16At
these 1/3 monolayer~ML ! coverage phases, the physics se
to be related to the Pb-Si binding.

For coverage around 1 ML, another very interesting ph
ics appears, where there is a competition between the P
interaction and the Pb-Pb interaction. This competition
tween two different periodicities gives rise to incommens
rate phases at room temperature.3–5,17 By cooling down the
hexagonal incommensurate phase, a new phase, den
(A73A3), has been observed by reflection high-ene
electron diffraction~RHEED! ~Ref. 16! and surface x-ray
diffraction.20 By means of STM, Sleza´k et al.9 and Custance
et al.11 also observed the (A73A3) phase when cooling
down to low temperature the (131) phase observed at room
temperature.1,3–5,10,12,17,31Very recently, codepositions of P
and Sn on a Si~111! surface have been performed in order
clarify the nature of Pb-Pb and Pb-Si bonds in this new lo
temperature phase.32,33 To gain insight into the Pb/Si~111!
system a detailed understanding of this new phase is
quired, which is the purpose of this work.
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In this paper we present detailed first-principles electro
structure calculations combined with scanning tunneling
croscopy experiments of the Si~111!-(A73A3)-Pb low tem-
perature structure, whose matrix notation is (21

3
1
2 ). This is,

to our knowledge, the first electronic structure calculati
reported on this phase. By ascertaining on the actual co
age of this phase, some information on the room tempera
phases could be obtained. The results of this first-princip
study show very satisfactory agreement with the STM
perimental data presented here and with the x-ray result
Kumpf et al.20 The nature of the bonding is discussed on t
basis of the electronic density.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experiments were carried out in an ultrahigh-vacu
~UHV! system equipped with a variable temperature sc
ning tunneling microscope~VT-STM!, low-energy electron
diffraction ~LEED!, Auger electron spectroscopy~AES!,
sample transfer and heating capabilities, a Pb evapora
cell, and a quartz crystal microbalance. The base pressu
the system is below 5310211 Torr.

Clean reconstructed Si~111!-(737) surfaces were ob
tained by flashing the samples at 1420 K, after carefu
degassing at 870 K for several hours. The samples were
slowly cooled down to room temperature~RT!. Si/Pb
samples which presented at RT a coexistence of (131) and
R3 phases were prepared by depositing;1 ML of Pb on
Si~111!-(737) at RT at typical rates of 0.05 ML/min@1 ML
is defined as the surface atomic density of the Si~111! sur-
face, i.e., 7.8431014 atoms/cm2], and subsequent annealin
at ;720 K for 4–5 min. The samples were then transferr
to the STM and slowly cooled down to temperatures as l
as 40 K.

The STM experiments were carried out with a home-bu
variable-temperature instrument described elsewhere.34 This
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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VT-STM, connected to a continuous flow liquid He UH
cryostat, allows imaging at sample temperatures in the ra
of 40 to 400 K. A fully automated electronics, which inco
porates digital feedback control based on DSP~digital signal
processor! technology, was used to operate the STM. ST
data were measured in the constant current mode with v
able sample voltages between -2 and12 V and typical tun-
nel currents of 100–200 pA.

III. STM RESULTS AND ATOMIC ORGANIZATION

The Pb/Si~111!-(21
3

1
2 ) phase, which will be denotedR7 in

the following, is obtained for Pb coverage between 0.9 a
1.2 ML from the hexagonal incommensurate~HIC! phase or

FIG. 1. Unoccupied state STM images of theR7 phase mea-
sured at 40 K. The image sizes are 30330 nm2 ~a! and 7.1
37.1 nm2 ~b!. The sample voltage is 1.5 V and the tunnel curren
0.2 nA for both images.
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from the (131) phase, stable at RT, when cooling dow
below ;250 K. Figure 1~a! displays a large scan STM im
age of theR7 phase measured at 40 K, showing the coex
ence of three rotational domains. As it has been alre
reported,11 typical higher magnification unoccupied-state im
ages@Fig. 1~b!# display usually only one protrusion per un
cell. Occupied-state images, however, can present a ri
intracell structure. In particular, at sample voltages in
range of around20.5 to 21.0 V, triangular shaped protru
sions can be observed in STM images as shown in Figs.~a!
and 2~b!. Simultaneously measured unoccupied-state ima
still reveal essentially only one diffuse protrusion per u
cell @Fig. 2~c!#.

A possible interpretation of the STM images could
done on the basis of the structural model proposed by Ku
et al.20 from surface x-ray diffraction data. In this mode
schematized in Fig. 3~a!, the unit cell contains six Pb atoms
for a nominal lead coverage of 1.2 ML. One of the atom
~atom 1! is in a hollow site and the remaining five Pb atom
are nearT1 sites, above silicon atoms. Kumpfet al. de-

s

FIG. 2. High resolution occupied@~a! and ~b!# and unoccupied
~c! state STM images of theR7 phase measured at 40 K. Images~b!
and ~c! have been measured simultaneously. The sizes are
37.9 nm2 ~a! and 6.036.0 nm2 @~b! and~c!#. The sample voltages
are -1.0 V~a!, -0.5 V ~b!, and11.0 V~c!. The tunnel current is 0.2
nA for all images.
3-2
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scribed Pb atom 2 as on a bridge position but we do
consider this justified since only one of the two silicon ato
below ~the closest one! has a dangling bond. The coordin
tion of atom 1 is markedly different from that of the oth
lead atoms,11,20 so that the local density of states around
should also be significantly different. Consequently, the
angular structure observed in Fig. 2 could correspond to
group of atoms 1, 2, 3, and 6, centered on atom 1.

Nevertheless, other alternative interpretation of the tri
gular features observed in occupied-state STM images c
be proposed. In particular, a naive view of the STM d
could associate each protrusion in these images with just
Pb atom. In this way, the bright triangular features obser
in occupied-state images would correspond to a Pb trim
while the other two remaining protrusions@see Fig. 2~a!#
would correspond to two Pb atoms. The formation of
trimers has already been proposed by Hwanget al. as a pos-
sible interpretation of the STM images measured at ro
temperature on the Pb/Si~111! incommensurate phases3 and
on the Pb/Ge~111! b2(A33A3)R30° phase.35,36 Moreover,
it has been suggested, very recently, that these kind of t

FIG. 3. Top view of the atomic models for theR7 phase~a!
from Kumpf et al. ~Ref. 20! and ~b! trimer atomic model. Lead
atoms are shown as filled gray circles; large and small open cir
correspond to silicon atoms of the first double layer. The mir
plane is indicated by the dotted line, and the unit cell by the das
line.
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ers could be the building blocks of most of the dense
Si~111! reconstructions.18

To investigate whether the structural model proposed
Kumpf et al.20 is indeed the most stable configuration for t
R7 structure, we have performed first-principles calculatio
of this model and of another atomic organization, which c
be described as a trimer model. In the trimer model, only fi
lead atoms belong to the unit cell, for a lead coverage o
ML. Lead atoms are basically inT1 on-top sites@Fig. 3~b!#,
and the trimer is formed by atoms 2, 3, and 6, which d
placed from the perfectT1 positions would form the bright
triangular structure observed in Fig. 2. We consider th
arrangements as the most likely ones for this system, the
one motivated by the x-ray data, the second one motiva
by known patterns of trimers in the Pb/Ge~111! and Pb/
Si~111! systems.

For both models~x-ray and trimer!, the surface energy
have been determined and compared to the surface ener
the R3 phase. The phase appearing at lower coverage
the ones studied here is known to have a coverage of 1/3
and a (333) reconstruction. In this work we use theR3
phase as reference instead of the (333) since only its sur-
face energy is needed for our purposes, which does

es
r
d

FIG. 4. ~a! High-symmetry positions of the Pb adatom on t
Si~111!-(131) structure with 1 ML Pb@the (131) cell is indicated
by the dashed line# and ~b! corresponding energies relative to th
lowest-energy site (T1), calculated with partial core correcte
pseudopotential or by including semicore electrons into the vale
for lead.
3-3
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change substantially between the two 1/3 ML phases, as
culated for the Pb/Ge~111! and Sn/Ge~111! systems.@The
energy difference between the two phases is lower than
eV/(131) unit cell.#21,28,37

IV. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

The ab initio calculations performed are based on t
density-functional theory38 in its local density approximation
for exchange and correlation potentials.39,40 The Siesta
method41,42 used to calculate the energy and atomic forc
uses separable43 norm-conserving Troullier-Martins44

pseudopotentials. The valence wave functions are expan
on pseudoatomic orbitals including multiple-z and polariza-
tion functions.42

The repeated unit cell was made of one layer of le
atoms, twelve layers of silicon and a layer of hydrogen ato
saturating the dangling bonds of the last~bulklike! silicon
layer. Both the last silicon layer and the hydrogen layer w
kept fixed during relaxation, the H-Si distance being de
mined by a previous calculation in a bulklike slab satura
in both sides. The remaining eleven Si layers, and lead at
were allowed to relax freely. Slabs were separated by m
than 20 Å.

FIG. 5. ~a! Surface formation free energy per unit (131) sur-
face cell as a function of lead chemical potential as defined by
~1! and ~b! reduced surface energy versus coverage as define
Eq. ~2! for the different phases~the horizontal line corresponds t
the appearance of bulklike clusters!. The energy of the bare Si~111!-
(737) surface has been calculated with the Siesta method u
the approximations described in Sec. IV.
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A uniform real-space grid with an equivalent plane-wa
cutoff of 100 Ry was used for numerical integration.45 For
improving grid-cutoff convergence, we made a grid cell sa
pling ~with rigid displacements of the system with respect
the grid!, which enables a symmetrization of energy a
force terms that depend on the grid. Integrations over the
Brillouin zone were replaced by finite sums with ak-grid
cutoff46 of 15 Å, which implied 9k points. The total system
energy at zero temperature was relaxed using a conju
gradient method. The relaxation was assumed to be finis
when the maximum residual force was below 0.04 eV/Å.

For the lead pseudopotential, we used a partial core
rection to treat the nonlinear exchange and correlation in
action between the core and valence charge densities.47 This
insures a better transferability of the pseudopotential in co
parison with a pure valence pseudopotential, and a lim
computational time in comparison with a semicore pseu
potential containing 5d electrons. To obtain satisfactory re
sults, we used a partial core radiusr pc of 1.5 Bohr. Below
this value, and with a pure valence pseudopotential, a
continuity on the total energy versus bulk parameter cu
appeared for lead in its bulk form, discontinuity that cou
only be removed with a high mesh cutoff. The reliability
the lead pseudopotential has been tested on a Pb/Si~111!-(1
31) surface with 1 ML of Pb. In Fig. 4~a!, the high-

q.
by

er

FIG. 6. Local density of states obtained from theSIESTA calcu-
lation integrated between~a! the Fermi level (EF) and EF

21.0 eV ~b! EF andEF11.0 eV. STM images obtained for a tun
nel current of 0.2 nA and sample voltages~c! –1.0 V and~d! 11 V.
The image size is 3.233.2 nm2. The calculated images correspon
to isosurfaces of constant LDOS (531024 atomic units! and their
intensity has been linearly coded according to the vertical he
from black ~low! to white ~high!.
3-4
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symmetry positions for the Pb adatoms on the Si~111!-(1
31) surface are indicated. The corresponding energies r
tive to the lowest-energy site (T1), as well as intermediate
ones, have been calculated both with the partial corer pc

FIG. 7. Top view~a! and side view~b! of the LDOS calculated
with SIESTA integrated betweenEF andEF20.5 eV. Shaded views
of isosurfaces of constant LDOS (531024 atomic units! are dis-
played together with the relaxed atomic positions of the atoms
resented by spheres of different sizes~Pb: large spheres; Si: sphere
with decreasing size as the depth of the layer increases; H: sma
spheres!. These data as well as those in Fig. 6 and all the STM d
have been displayed with theWSxM software~Ref. 53!.
20540
la-

51.5 Bohrs) corrected lead pseudopotential and by incl
ing semicore electrons explicitely in the valence. They
shown in Fig. 4~b!, where it can be seen that energies w
partial and semicore pseudopotentials compare very w
the largest discrepancy~for the H3 site! being smaller than
0.07 eV.

For silicon and lead, we used a double-z polarized basis
set of numerical atomic orbitals optimized variationally wi

p-

est
ta

FIG. 8. Deformation density@Eq. ~3!# in ~a! plane (011̄) and~b!

plane (11̄0). Both planes are normal to the surface plane~see cut
directions in Fig. 9!. Large~small! white open circles denote Pb~Si!
atoms contained in the cut planes. Pb atom numbers are indic
The unit is in electron charges per Bohr3. A covalent bond is evi-
denced by a maximum of the electronic density between two ato
3-5
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TABLE I. Atomic positions from Siesta in theR7-x-ray structure and comparison with experimental da

~Ref. 20!. Atomic positions refer to the basisa5
1
2 @101̄#, b5

1
2 @ 1̄10#, c5

1
2 @111# @see Fig. 3~a!#. The atomic

positions marked 1 and 1a correspond to two possible fits of the experimental data reported by Kumpet al.

Atom Position from Ref. 20 Position from Siesta Difference

Pb 1 -0.294, 0.294, 0.832
%-0.344, 0.323, 0.875

0.050, 0.029, -0.043
Pb 1a -0.294, 0.294, 1.024 0.050, 0.029, 0.149
Pb 2 -0.839, 0.839, 0.890 -0.875, 0.871, 0.902 -0.018, 0.038, -0.012
Pb 3 0.163, 1.228, 0.942 0.135, 1.228, 0.853 -0.028, 0.000, 0.089
Pb 4 0.923, 0.960, 0.880 0.924, 0.979, 0.900 0.001, 0.019, -0.020
Pb 5 1.040, 2.077, 0.880 0.994, 2.094, 0.898 -0.046, 0.017, -0.018
Pb 6 1.772, 1.837, 0.942 1.743, 1.858, 0.853 -0.029, 0.021, 0.089

Si -0.007, 0.007, 0.050 0.000, -0.001, 0.039 0.007, -0.008, 0.011
Si 0.006, 1.044, 0.015 0.003, 1.006, 0.004 -0.003, -0.038, 0.011
Si 0.998, 1.028, 0.035 0.999, 1.002, 0.028 0.001, -0.026, 0.007
Si 0.972, 2.002, 0.035 0.994, 1.999, 0.030 0.022, -0.003, 0.005
Si 1.956, 1.994, 0.015 1.993, 1.996, 0.007 0.037, 0.002, 0.008

Si -0.675, 0.675, -0.273 -0.670, 0.668, -0.234 0.005, -0.007, -0.039
Si 0.338, 0.693, -0.227 0.335, 0.665, -0.228 -0.003, -0.028, 0.001
Si 0.328, 1.704, -0.244 0.334, 1.674, -0.245 0.006, -0.030, 0.001
Si 1.296, 1.672, -0.244 1.324, 1.663, -0.241 0.028, -0.007, -0.003
Si 2.307, 1.662, -0.227 2.333, 1.663, -0.226 0.026, 0.001, -0.001
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a flexible confinement scheme.48 For hydrogen saturators w
used a simpler single-z basis set.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

The surface formation free energy@per (131) surface
unit# at zero temperature is defined as49,50

V5
1

n
~Eslab2nHEH

sat2nSimSi
bulk2nPbmPb!,

wheren is the number of Si atoms per layer in a slab unit c
(n53 for theR3 structure;n55 for theR7 structure!, Eslab
is the energy of the slab system per slab unit cell,nH , nSi ,
and nPb are, respectively, the number of hydrogen ato
saturating the back surface, the number of silicon subst
atoms, and the number of lead atoms per slab unit cell,EH

sat is
the energy per saturating hydrogen atom~obtained from a
previous calculation in a bulklike saturated slab!, mSi

bulk is the
energy per Si atom in its bulk form, andmPb is the chemical
potential of lead. The surface formation free energy can
rewritten

V5
Eslab

n
2EH

sat2nlayermSi
bulk2umPb

bulk2u~mPb2mPb
bulk!,

~1!

nlayer being the number of silicon layers in the slab us
~herenlayer512), u the lead coverage, andmPb

bulk the chemical
potential of lead in its bulk form.Eslab, mSi

bulk , EH
sat, andmPb

bulk

have been determined under the approximations describe
Sec. IV.
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In Fig. 5~a!, the curves representingV as a function of
mPb2mPb

bulk are straight lines with slopeu51/3 for theR3
structure,u51.2 for theR7-x-ray structure andu51 for the
R7-trimer structure. From Fig. 5~a!, it is seen that theR3
reconstruction is the most stable structure formPb2mPb

bulk

lower than -0.27 eV, then theR7-x-ray structure is the mos
stable one untilmPb becomes equal tomPb

bulk ~when Pb clus-
ters are expected to start growing on the surface!. The
R7-trimer structure is thus never stable. The energies of
different phases can also be compared using the coverau
as fundamental variable instead ofmPb, which allows a more
direct comparison to experiment. In Fig. 5~b!, we have plot-
ted a reduced surface energy defined as

ES5
Eslab

n
2EH

sat2nlayermSi
bulk2umPb

bulk , ~2!

where the term2umPb
bulk has been added for clarity. In thi

plot, the curve joining the points representing stable sa
rated surface structures must be convex.51 The point repre-
senting theR7-trimer phase lying above the curve, this pha
is therefore unstable. Furthermore, in Fig. 5~b!, the arrow
indicates the range of instability of theR7-trimer phase; the
value of 0.15 eV is larger than the typical error of theab
initio calculation, confirming the stability of theR7-x-ray
versus theR7-trimer structure. As a matter of fact, an anal
sis of the atomic positions after relaxation when start
from the trimer model shows that this structure goes back
an almost perfect (131) surface.

The relaxed atomic positions obtained from the simu
tion when starting from the x-ray model are presented
Table I, together with the experimental data.20 As can be seen
3-6
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AB INITIO CALCULATIONS AND SCANNING . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 205403 ~2002!
from Table I, the positions obtained from Siesta comp
well with the experimental ones. It should be noted that
silicon bulk lattice parameter in the simulation is 5.38
while the experimental one is 5.43 Å.

The local density of states~LDOS! resulting from the cal-
culations has been computed: this allows the plot of sim
lated STM images52 which can be compared to the expe
mental STM images. Figure 6 displays both, calculated
experimental occupied and unoccupied state images.
though some differences in the relative intensities can
noted, Fig. 6 emphasizes the good agreement between
periments andab initio calculations. In particular, the trian
gular structure~Y-like form! appears clearly in both simu
lated and experimental occupied state images. This struc
is much more diffuse in unoccupied state images, resultin
experimental STM images in just one diffuse protrusion
unit cell. In order to ensure that the Y-shaped features co
spond to the group of atoms 1, 2, 3, 6~where 1 is in the
center of the Y!, the relaxed positions of the atoms have be
plotted together with top and side views of the LDOS and
displayed in Fig. 7. This figure illustrates that there is a p
fect match between Y protrusions and the abovementio
group of atoms.

VI. DISCUSSION

In previous papers,20,33 assumptions on the nature o
bonding between lead and silicon atoms have been propo
Kumpf et al. interpreted bonding in terms of the interatom
distances. The first feature noticed by Kumpfet al. concerns
the distances between each lead atom and its next sil
atom. Their experimental data~as well as ourab initio re-
sults! show that these distances are significantly smaller
Pb atoms 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 than for Pb atom 1. The distan
of Pb atoms 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 to the next silicon atom
either close to the sum of Pb and Si covalent radii~2.65 Å!
or close to the sum of the covalent radius of Si with t

FIG. 9. Top view of theR7-x-ray phase. Distances between le
atoms lower than 3.15 Å are shown as black bars. The o
distances between lead atoms are greater than 3.25 Å. The d
line ~mirror line! indicates the intersection between the surface
the cut plane shown in Fig. 8~a!. The dot-dashed line indicates th
intersection between the surface and the cut plane shown
Fig. 8~b!.
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radius in bulk Pb~2.93 Å!. It has thus been proposed b
Kumpf et al.20 that lead atoms 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 form a cov
lent bond with substrate silicon atoms, saturating all the d
gling bonds of the silicon substrate, while Pb atom 1 for
no covalent bond with silicon, which could explain the sc
tered experimental data for the position of this atom alo
the @111# direction. To check this assumption, we have p
formed plots of the electronic density obtained from theab
initio calculation. In Fig. 8, contour plots of the deformatio
density

er
ted
d

in

FIG. 10. Deformation density as defined by Eq.~3! ~a! in the
lead atoms plane~defined as the plane parallel to the surface m
way between Pb atoms 3 and 6 and Pb atom 2! and ~b! one Å
above. White circles denote Pb atoms. Pb atom numbers are
cated. The white dashed line indicates theR7 unit cell. The unit is
in electron charges per Bohr3.
3-7
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Dr~r !5rR7~r !2 (
i

atoms

r i
at~r ! ~3!

are presented, whererR7(r ) is the valence electronic densit
at point r in the Pb/Si~111!-R7-x-ray relaxed configuration
andr i

at(r ) is the valence atomic electronic density of an is
lated atom~Pb or Si!. Figure 8 displaysDr(r ) in two cut
planes normal to the~111! surface, containing both lead an
silicon atoms. Figure 8~a! shows that the Pb atom labeled
2 indeed forms a covalent bond with the silicon substra
while Pb atom 1 does not. In Fig. 8~b!, the covalent bonding
between lead atoms 3, 4, 5, 6 and the silicon atoms is
evident, everything so far in agreement with the analysis
Kumpf et al.

The second point discussed by Kumpfet al.20 is the na-
ture of Pb-Pb bonds in the lead overlayer. Figure 9 sum
rizes Kumpf’s analysis: distances similar to the coval
Pb-Pb bond length of 2.94 Å only occur around atom
whereas distances close to the bond length in metallic
~3.50 Å! occur around all other atoms. This led Kumpfet al.
to suggest that Pb atom 1 forms a covalent bond with
three closest neighbors~2, 3, and 6! while the others Pb-Pb
bonds are of metallic character. This interpretation wo
also correctly explain the bright structure seen on STM
ages~Figs. 2 and 6!. In Fig. 10, the charge densityDr(r ) as
obtained from the ab initio calculation has been represen
in the lead atoms plane~defined as the plane parallel to th
surface midway between Pb atoms 3 and 6 and Pb atom!.
In Fig. 10~a!, a covalent bond between Pb atoms would
evidenced by a maximum of the electronic density betw
two atoms, which is clearly not the case.Dr(r ) is never
maximum between two atoms, but in the interstitial zon
between three atoms, such as, for example, between atom
5, and 6. In addition, in Fig. 10~b!, it is seen that a maximum
of the charge density occurs between atom 1 and its th
closest Pb neighbors above the lead atoms plane. Th
confirmed in Fig. 8, where the maximum ofDr(r ) between
Pb atoms is not in the atoms plane but above or below it.
charge distribution obtained from ourab initio calculation is
then consistent with a metallic bonding between all the
atoms, showing that a description based on covalent bo
within the lead overlayer would be inappropriate. T
e
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smaller Pb-Pb distances of atom 1 should be attributed to
lack of bonds between this atom and the silicon substr
This effect is typical of metals, where the reduced coordi
tion explains the reduction of surface interatomic distan
and many surface reconstructions. The lack of Pb-Si bo
produces also a larger redistribution of charge in the Pb
bonds of atom 1 and it explains the bright structure seen
the STM images.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have performed first-principles electronic structu
calculations and STM experiments for the low-temperat
Si~111!-(A73A3)-Pb phase, finding a very satisfacto
agreement. The atomic structure of this phase has been i
tified to the one proposed from surface x-ray diffracti
data20 rather than a trimer model resulting from a naive i
terpretation of STM images. We have thus determined
actual coverage of this phase~1.2 ML!. The simulated STM
images compare also very well with the experimental on

The electronic density plots, obtained from theab initio
calculation, provide information on the bonds between
surface atoms constituting this phase. We have confirmed
existence of covalent bonds between five of the Pb ato
belonging to the (A73A3) unit cell and substrate silicon
atoms, yielding a saturation of all the dangling bonds of
silicon substrate. The bonding inside the lead overlayer
been found somewhat different from previous analyses ba
on interatomic distances.20,33 We have shown that all bond
between lead atoms are of metallic character.
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